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Organization of 7 Special Events
(3 Inaugural Concerts, Requiem on Chopin’s
anniversary of death, 3 Prizewinners’
Concerts); 15 days of auditions in 4 rounds
(from 3 to 20 October), featuring 78
distinguished young pianists from all
over the world and 17 recognized
representatives of the music world
– the jurors, attended by representatives
of the political world (including the
President of Poland), VIP Guests from
Poland and abroad, and prestigious
specialist media from Poland and abroad.
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On the basis of 3 rounds of consultations,
the Jury selected 10 ﬁnalists, from among
whom the 1st Prize and Gold Medal was
awarded to Seong-Jin Cho of South Korea;
the 2nd Prize and Silver Medal, to Charles
Richard-Hammelin; the 3rd Prize and Bronze
Medal, to Kate Liu of the United States;
the 4th Prize, to Eric Lu of the United States;
the 5th Prize, to Yike (Tony) Yang of Canada;
and the 6th Prize, to Dmitry Shishkin of
Russia; as well as honorable mentions to
Aljoša Jurinić of Croatia, Szymon Nehring of
Poland, Georgijs Osokins of Latvia and Aimi
Kobayashi of Japan.
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Real-time broadcasts of
the Chopin Competition could
be followed on the antennae of
Polish Radio, Polish Television’s
Channel 2 and TVP Kultura; and
in every corner of the world, on
the Chopin Competition 2015
mobile app and the Chopin
Institute YouTube channel.
Beyond this, the broadcast was
made available on the pages of
Medici.tv and the National
Audiovisual Institute (NInA), as
well as at the EXPO fair in Milan.
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Competition
Audience
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Chopin Competition ﬁlms were
viewed 9 300 000 times on
the Institute’s YouTube channel,
which is the equivalent of nearly
140 years of viewing
The largest audience was attracted
by the Competition prizewinners’
concert – it was viewed by over
2 150 000 people
The television broadcasts were
viewed by about 150 000 people
daily; the largest audience tuned in
for the prizewinners’ concert – about
800 000 people
The Competition web page noted
over 13 000 000 viewings

Reach of the Competition
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In Poland: According to
the Public Opinion Research
Center (CBOS), 29% of Poles
followed the Chopin
Competition in the media
Abroad: Our YouTube
channel was viewed by
users from 218 countries
– in other words, our reach
encompassed the entire
world
According to the Press
Service, messages concerning
the Competition were
exchanged 5 billion times!

The Competition in social media
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The Competition was present on
an unprecedented scale in all social
media around the world
Polish social media users alone
exchanged 70 million messages
concerning the Competition (according to
the Institute of Media Monitoring – IMM)
The record post on the Chopin Institute’s
Facebook proﬁle reached nearly
9 00 000 people
On our YouTube proﬁle alone, we noted
a total of about 250 000 comments,
averaging 12 000 during each
Competition session – that is, about
40 comments per broadcast minute.

Competition promotional campaign
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Polish Television campaign:
23 374 064 people
Polish Radio campaign:
5 323 000 people
Competition audience on 6 most
important Polish broadcasters:
165 000 000 people
Outdoor campaign:
ca. 5 000 000 people
Number of press articles:
ca.17 000 (according to IMM)
According to the Press Service,
the value of the global media
campaign totaled nearly
PLN 44.3 billion.

Records and successes

70000000

record number of people from
all over the world active in
transmitting information
concerning the Competition.
The activity of such a number
of people, associated with
classical music, was described
in the IMM report as
“a revolution in this sphere”.

Records and successes
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The Competition was recognized by Internet viewers as “the world’s most transparent
competition” because of the decision to reveal the numbers of points awarded to
participants by the Competition Jury in the individual rounds, as well as their ﬁnal point totals;
A record number of press, television and radio items was released concerning
the 17th edition of the Competition; the ﬁgures amount to over 10 000 items – links to
articles in Polish and foreign media
This Competition featured a record number (the largest in 88 years) of participants:
455 people from all over the world, starting with the qualiﬁcation round.

Records and successes
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A mere two weeks after the Competition ﬁnale,
an album by the Competition winner, Seong-Jin Cho,
with pieces performed during the Competition, was
released by one of the world’s most prestigious record
labels: Deutsche Grammophon; in the two days
following its première, it sold 30 000 copies, thereby
achieving triple platinum status; and within a week, over
50 000 copies. Within a few weeks of its première, with
sales ﬁgures of 100 000 copies, it achieved the status of
bestselling classical music album of 2015.

